Walden drop-leaf extension table

One amazingly versatile table with three different faces

Drop its folding leaves, and the Walden table by Nichols & Stone can be placed against a wall or used as a handy side piece that's only 20 1/2" wide.

But ... lift both leaves and it becomes a charming round table accommodating anything from bridge to breakfast.

Or ... insert its four included leaves and it miraculously becomes a 92" dinner table for parties of 8 or more!

Leaves up for a 30" round table. (Shown with 6" extender in place.)

With drop leaves down it's only 20-1/2" wide.
Perfect partners for the Walden table

All pieces in American birch hardwood.

---

Mont Blanc side chair
38-1/4" H x 20" W x 23-1/2" D
Seat height 18"

Mont Blanc arm chair
38-1/4" H x 24" W x 23-1/2" D
Seat height 18"

American Heritage sideboard
40" H x 50" W x 18" D

---

Quality features in Nichols & Stone furniture

CORNER LEG BRACING
Each table leg is held firmly in place by a strong corner bolt system. Legs can be easily removed for shipping or for changing leg styles in the future.

WOOD TABLE SLIDES
A sign of a good quality table is the wood table slides below the top. Easy to open to drop-in leaves, the solid wood slides add rigidity and strength to the table top. On larger tables, a series of gears help one person to open both ends at once.

LEAVES ARE MATCHED TO EACH TABLE
Each filler leaf is made to fit only one table. The handfit leaves are numbered so they fit into the correct sequence when used to expand the table.

SUPPORT BLOCKS
Solid wood blocks are positioned below the top and connect the side apron to the top around the perimeter. Blocks hold the top securely in place and prevent warping and racking over the years of service.

PROTECTIVE FINISH
As explained in more detail on page 64, a clear protective finish is applied to all table tops. The protective finish allows spills to be wiped off without any permanent stains.